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TITAN
Titan turnout gear is designed for its
functional flexibility and being able to move
with convenience throughout the workday.
Unique features of the jacket include triple
articulated elbows, upper back and underarm
expansion pleats, and a lower tapered back
hem. Unlike other structural wear, the Titan
pant is built with triple articulated knees to
provide comfort and protection while
crawling on all types of surfaces.

AXIS
Two piece contoured sleeves with built-in
underarm bellows for mobility, fit, a full range
of arm movement, and limited coat rise. Four
panel body with a contoured waist,
independent two layer waistband,
pleated/darted knees, contoured back yoke
and front and back panels shaped at the hips
and thighs for unrestricted mobility, fit,
expansion and flexibility when climbing,
bending, kneeling or crawling.
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PATRIOT
Three panel body with a full cut back and two
piece contoured sleeves with built-in
underarm bellows for mobility, fit, a full range
of arm movement, and limited coat rise. With
1.5” fire retardant hook and loop tape, snap,
and hook and dee closure provides internal
thermal and moisture protection.

RADIUS
Jacket includes a liner inspection opening and
an oversized pocket lined with moisture
barrier material to keep contents dry. Knees
are thermally enhanced with an additional
layer of moisture barrier and thermal liner
material sewn to the liner. Two fabric take-up
straps with postman style buckles shift weight
from shoulders to hips and allow for quick,
one-handed adjustment
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TREX
The entire TREX line is certified to both NFPA
1951 for technical rescue, and NFPA 1977 for
wildland fire, making it the ideal PPE for a
broad range of applications. With the vast
majority of on call firefighter injuries being
related to heat stress, keeping your core
body temperature down is just as much
about safety as it is about comfort. TREX gear
helps to keep you cool by providing the
protection that you need for most incidents,
without the heavy thermal liners found in
structural PPE.

Prices start at $839 for full set

Pac Mule Belt w/3” Side
Rings 18” Lanyard

$225
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TL-2 - Traditional Leather
The TL-2 Traditional Leather fire helmet is the lightest

NFPA complaint authentic leather helmet on the
market. Worn by firefighters worldwide, the TL-2

combines tradition and modern safety in a
handcrafted masterpiece. Compliant to current OSHA

and NFPA 1971 standards. 
 

The TL-2 Leather is fully NFPA compliant (when
ordered with eye protection and earlaps) and can be
fully customized. Phenix Technology Inc.’s traditional
leather helmet boasts a low center of gravity and is

center balanced, thus, promoting a very low degree of
neck fatigue. Our traditional leather models interface
with any SCBA mask. We offer several options when

building your custom TL2.  
 

TC-1 - Traditional Composite
Phenix Technology Inc.’s Traditional Composite

helmet boasts a low center of gravity and is center
balanced, thus, promoting a very low degree of neck
fatigue. Our traditional composite models interface
with any SCBA mask. We offer several options when

building your custom TC-1. Compliant to current
OSHA and NFPA 1971 standards.  
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SQUAD-1 EXTRICATION GLOVES
MODEL # 3752P-4
Designed Specifically for the Fire
Service

Sizes: XS, SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL, XXXL
Price = $53/pair

PROTECTION
• 100% Kevlar Palm Side Inner Liner
and Flame Resistant Back Side Outer
Shell
• Synthetic Leather Palm Shell
Reinforced with Tough Flexible
Kangaroo Skin Outer Layer
• Kevlar Laminate Reinforcements
Back of Fingers
• Padded Knuckle Protection with
Reflective Strip
• ANSI Cut Level 3 Protection 

MK-1 STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING
GLOVE
MODEL # 7877
CERTIFIED COMPLIANT TO NFPA 1971, 2018
Edition

Sizes: XS, SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL, XXXL
Price = $87/pair

PROTECTION
• Unprecedented 5 layers of 100% Kevlar
knit for Premium Thermal, Cut & Puncture
Resistance
• Cowhide reinforced back shell for long
term Radiant Heat Resistance
• NFPA 1971 Compliant Moisture Barrier
blocks Chemicals and Bloodborne
Pathogens
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The First Responder is the complete solution for all emergency
responders. The First Responder is designed by EMS / Fire Rescue
personnel FOREMS / Fire Rescue personnel. Our vest provides the

same level of threat protection as that used by Law Enforcement, but
WITHOUT the look of a Law Enforcement vest. It was designed around
Bunker / Turnout gear that is worn everyday by Fire-Rescue personnel.

Fire Rescue and EMS personnel can now be seen as a Medical
Response versus a Law Enforcement response. This will also eliminate

any confusion while working in the warm zones.
 

Prices start at $1643
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7.0 oz. 20% Nomex/80% Lenzing FR
2 layer hood
TPP as Received 36.9
TPP after 5 wash/dry: 33.3
Easy Seal™ face opening with sewn
in 1/2“ elastic

Lifeliner FH33

Price = $44

2 layer construction
Outer Layer: 49% Kermel/49%
Lenzing FR/2% Spandex
Inner Layer: Steadfast Stedair
Prevent
TPP As Received: 29.6
TPP After 5 Wash/Dry: 36.9

Lifeliner KL200

Price = $170

Lifeliner TP23
The TP23 is affectionately known as the
"instructor's hood" as it is a heavier, triple layer
hood built to offer maximum protection for
firefighters who are exposed to extreme heat &
flame or who work in an educational/instructiona
capacity. This hood has an intricate mix of layers
and fabrics including PBI, Lenzing, P84 and Kevlar
It also offers unbeatable TPP protection that is
sure to do the job.

Price = $97
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Viking Firefighter®
The VW90 Viking Firefighter® Felt Lined
Boots are 14" tall with a snug fit design
and ergonomic orthotic insole. They are
chemical resistant tested and feature a
flame retardant rubber upper, and a grey
felt lining. Fitted for men's regular widths.

Price = $165

VW91 Viking Chainsaw

The Viking VW91 Fire Boot has all the
standard fire boot features, plus Class 3
Chainsaw protection. The CSA Z195-09
chainsaw protection is rated at 28m/sec
chainsaw speed.

Price = $220
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BC-300BL
Battery Powered Hydraulic Combi Tool

RP Series
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The Handy Rescue System allows you to select the right tool for the
job at the work site and while working. The cutters, spreader, door

openers and mini ram are all interchangeable, and can be quickly and
safely exchanged using our unique coupling system. Note: The HRS-946

can only be used with the HRS-941DF Pump-unit. The robust quick-
change coupling system holds the Head-units to be securely attached
on the Pump-unit and allows the appropriate Head-unit to be selected

and exchanged on site as required.

Entry packages starting at under $5000!
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3-Tiered, Telescoping Aluminum Pistons
Knurled, Easy-Grab Collars
Tethered Detent Ball Pins

Anodized Finish
Durable Design

Simple to Maintain
Short = 26-48″ Span
Long = 43-102″ Span

Designed primarily for stabilizing motor vehicles
involved in crashes, our Telescoping Aluminum
Support System (TASS) is a patented, 3-tiered,

extendable product.
Like all Prospan items, the TASS has been

designed to be simple to use and incredibly
strong. Independent testing by the University of

Illinois, shows the TASS to be one of the strongest
vehicle stabilization products in the world.

Maximum allowable load-fully extended is 7000
lbs.

 

 
Complete Set of 4
Struts for $4500
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Constructed with ½ inch AS-36 Steel
Compression tested to 50 tons

Works will all hydraulic spreader units
Custom made to fit your spreader

within an 1/8 of an inch
Rapid set-up and operational time,

user friendly, extremely efficient, safe
and simple to operate

Solid construction features provide for
unparalleled lateral stability when

compared to any other set up of this
nature

The TL-9 Stabilizer allows for a rapid lift
with maximum stabilization

The TL-9 Stabilizer was designed
by firefighters for firefighters! 
It allows you to perform a lift

with your hydraulic spreader in
a quick, efficient, and stable

manner.
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Price: $9351
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2 & 3 Tier Low Pressure Lifting
Bags

 
Low Pressure Kits Start At $8200
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 GROUND PADS:   The power of the
triangle is the secret behind all strut

systems.   We didn’t invent the triangle,
just an easier, faster, safer way to  

 build one.  (2 Come in Kit)
 

ZAMA POINT :   Simply place it over the end of
your 4 x 4 and attack any plastic, or sheet metal
edge. The point has two slightly different angles. 
 Using the point will allow you to “Bite” into many

angles and body parts. With each side cut just
slightly different you are sure to find a good

seating for the top of your strut.
 

COUPLINGS : No need to carry extra
long 4x4’s. With the ZMAG© Couplings

you can easily turn 2 shorts into 1 long.  
We suggest the use of a wedge in the
top side of the coupling to “snug” the

system. 
 

ZMAG Vehicle Stabilization Strut Kit
Kit Includes: ZMAG Ground Pads: Kit Includes
2 Base pads , 2 top points, and the 1 in. straps
that go with ratchet on base pads. 4x4 lumber

is NOT included. ZMAG Ground Pads: Kit
Includes 2 Base pads , 2 top points, and the 1
in. straps that go with ratchet on base pads.

4x4 lumber is NOT included.
$600
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Type 6 Wildland Truck

Light Rescue Truck

Watts is a custom manufacturer of wildland fire
apparatus. Fire bodies and compartments are

custom fabricated and manufactured by their in-
house experts.

 
They provide a variety of fire apparatus including
skid units, ATVs in addition to rescue trucks, wild
land fire trucks, brush trucks, tender and tanker

trucks.

Norse Fire
Equipment is a
proud sales rep
of Watts truck.
Let us help you
build your next

truck!
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L-Type Skid
Wick Pump, Lifetime Warranty on

Tanks, Fits in UTV
100, 125, 150, 200 Gal Tank

Lifetime Tank Warranty
3 Wick Pump Options

Simple-7 Skid

Kickash

T-Type Skid
*Shown With Victim Extraction Option Contact Us About Custom Solutions
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If you’ve been looking for a faster, simpler way to transport and quickly access fire equipment when
you need it, you’ve found the right company. Our firefighter slide out drawers for truck beds allow you

to keep multiple heavy and large items in your team’s vehicles and use them at a moment’s notice.
Instead of fumbling through a pile of objects when a particular tool is most needed, simply pull out the

sliding tray and locate it instantly. Our fire-related slide out drawers for truck beds aren’t limited to
professional firefighters, either. They work excellent for trucks and vans operated by first responders,

rescue teams, fire investigation crews, and related professional teams. 
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Fire Investigation Units

Command Units

Equipment Storage
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Length 12' 6"
Fabric: Mehler / welded seams
Weight w/ floor: 220 lbs.
Weight capacity: 6 persons / 1,750 lbs.
Max HP / Weight: 30 HP / 175 lbs / Long shaft
(20")
Aluminum Floor

INMAR 380-SR-HD - $3695.95

Length 14' 0"
Fabric: Mehler / welded seams
Weight w/ floor: 230 lbs.
Weight capacity: 8 persons / 2,395 lbs.
Max HP / Weigh: 40 HP / 245 lbs / Long shaft (20
Lightweight Air Floor

INMAR 430-SR-L-HD - $3995.95

Length 12' 6"
Fabric: Hypalon (CSM), Orca military grade
Weight w/ floor: 225 lbs.
Weight capacity: 6 persons / 1,750 lbs.
Max HP / Weight: 30 HP / 175 lbs / Short shaft
(15")
Aluminum Floor

INMAR 380-SR-HYP-S - $6995.95
Bow Bag

$195
 

Quick Fill Kit &
SCBA Adapter

$420
 

The ClamSeal™ can instantly repair splits and
tears up to 90mm (3 ½ ") in length without

the use of any hand tools, or adhesive.
$49.95
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Pricing starts at $1200MUSTANG Ice Commander™
Rescue Suit - Gold 

$1297

MUSTANG SWIFT WATER
RESCUE VEST 

$320

MUSTANG WATER RESCUE
THROW BAG - 75' ROPE

$85

Contact Duke, our Water Rescue
Product Specialist, with all your

water rescue & tennis ball related
questions!
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NY Roof Hook
3 Foot = $120
4 Foot = $132
5 Foot = $144
6 Foot = $156
8 Foot = $168

10 Foot = $199
 

MAXXIMUS Forcible Entry Halligan Bar ($300)
 

The MAXXIMUS is the next generation of forcible entry
bars.  It is the ultimate Halligan bar and is lighter than the

Pro-Bar.  The Maxximus has a unique T.P.R. grip for a
sturdy handle while using this tool.  Other features

include a depth gauges on the adz and the fork eliminate
guess work. 

PRO-BAR 30 ($300)
The most utilized tool in the fire and rescue service today!

The Pro-Bar is the Halligan type entry tool that is
recognized worldwide.

It is 30" in length and is the industry standard.

CHAR BOSS
$275

LOCK SLOT 8
$165

6061 Aluminum Wedge
$24
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Iron Fox Axe - 8lb
$245

Pulaski - $77

McLeod - $105

Fire Flapper - $79K12FD (no blade)
12" - $1745
14" - $2299
16" - $2615

 
K12FD9 Saws (9")

Rescue 14" Battery Saw With Piraya
Blade, C900X Charger & 2 B380X

Batteries
$3675

Shark Saw
Starting at $1995
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FLIR K1
The FLIR K1 is a rugged, compact thermal camera that serves as an extra set of

eyes on the fire scene, allowing commanders, officers, and inspectors to
quickly complete a thorough 360° assessment in total darkness and through

smoke. With a bright, integrated flashlight, the FLIR K1 illuminates the scene to
help the user steer and manage the crew more effectively. It also displays 160
× 120 pixel thermal images that help users gain additional situation awareness

that is not possible with the naked eye

FLIR K33
FLIR now gives you a low-cost, easy-to-use option

that doesn't sacrifice the reliable clarity and
performance you need — the FLIR K33. This TIC

features FSX™ Flexible Scene Enhancement, which
intensifies structural and textural details in thermal
images. The enhanced perspective and orientation

helps improve situational awareness and give
firefighters a greater sense of confidence and

safety.
 

The FLIR K33 can be purchased with an in-truck
charger for an additonal $725

FLIR K2
FLIR is on a mission to make high quality thermal imaging cameras

standard issue equipment for every member of a fire crew. The FLIR K2
makes that possible by providing capability, ruggedness, and reliability at

an affordable price. With features such as Multi-Spectral Dynamic Imaging
(MSX®), easy-to-use buttons, and operability in temperatures up to 500°F,
the K2 is a small investment that pays big dividends–saving lives, protecting

property, and ensuring firefighter safety.
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The Power Pusher® Ram System is a
patented multi-purpose spreading and

load-holding tool system that is used for
vehicle extrication, collapse, stabilization,
damage control, and other operations.

Power Pusher’s operate using the
spreading power from any spreader

rescue tool that can fit into the Power
Pushers patented slot & push-plate

configuration. The Power Pusher Ram
system may also be operated manually as
stand-alone items for stabilizing and load-

holding operations.
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KC Supply Grain Auger
$1050

The FAST Rescue Board is the ultimate rescue
platform designed for versatility and ease of use.
Primarily used for Rapid Intervention in firefighter
rescue, this system also excelled in the fields of

Confined Space, Hazardous Materials, Active
Shooter Response, and all other areas of patient

packaging and extrication. With the addition of the
FAST Flotation Device, the FAST Board is suitable for

water and ice rescue. Configured with industry-
standard webbing and hardware, the innovative
rapid packaging features can have your patient

packaged and moving in seconds.
 

Standard = $2250
With LED Lighting = $2700

Petzl® Vertex® Vent
Helmet

$107
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Series 900-A 2-
Section Extensions

20' = $876
24' = $977

 
Series 1200-A 2-

Section Extensions
28' = $1210
30' = $1363
35' = $1534

.
 

"Fresno" Attic
Ladder

10' = $523
12' = $594
14' = $661

Series 585-A
Folding Ladders

8' = $276
9' = $311

10' = $329
12' = $364
14' = $383

Series 35-FGB
Fiberglass

Jackknife A &
Single Ladder

8' = $451
12' = $678
14' = $791
16' = $912
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Hi-Combat II

Hi-Combat II® leverages the latest firefighting
hose technology to power aggressive interior

combat operation. Its unique double-jacket hose
design gives combat firefighters the

performance, flexibility, and endurance to face
the toughest challenges. A special weave, high-
tech nylon-polyester outer jacket encases an

inner lining consisting of a one-piece, extruded-
through-the-weave hose for optimum

performance and reliability.
 
 

With high-visibility material woven right into the hose, firefighters can follow the
‘exit’ and arrow markings to safety. BullDog can also add up to 32 custom

characters sewn into the hose.* Hi-Combat II hoses are available in five NFPA
colors extruded through the weave, not dyed, and will not bleed or wear off.

This firefighting hose combines high resistance to heat, abrasion, and chemicals
with unmatched kink resistance and superior ease of drag.

 
Engineered by BullDog, Hi-Combat ll is guaranteed to meet specified burst

pressure and exceed the NFPA 1961 standard. Hi-Combat II’s super powerful
attributes set standards for fire hose that every firefighter deserves.
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Red Chief/Yellow Chief hose is
virtually maintenance free and

requires no drying after use. With
these powerful hoses, you save

time and money, since less backup
hose is needed. Red Chief and
Yellow Chief are in a class by

themselves — clearly superior to
traditional attack lines and

compliant to the NFPA 1961
standard.

BullDog’s exclusive heavy-rib outer cover combines with a unique nitrile-PVC
rubber, through-the-weave construction to provide the backbone of

excellent hose performance in Red Chief® and Yellow Chief®. The heavy-rib
construction protects your water supply with a high resistance to cuts,

punctures and abrasion. Compact and kink resistant, lightweight and easily
maneuverable, Red Chief and Yellow Chief are ideally suited to meet the

specifications and tough demands of most municipal fire departments. With
a proof pressure of 600 PSI (4200 kPa) and a tolerance for heat and cold,
these hoses maintain peak performance in any season or environment,

withstanding temperatures from -36º F to 158º F (-36º C to 80º C).
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Performance Advantage
Company (PAC), established in

1992, is a privately owned
company that manufactures
and markets high quality tool

mounting brackets. PAC’s
primary market is the Fire

Industry providing specialty
tool mount solutions for fire

apparatus.

Norse Fire
Equipment Can

Help With
Equipment Board
Design & Layout!
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4-Place Setup
This unit will dry up to four sets of turnout gear. Both the 2- and 4-place

setups are designed to go with a truck crew. Like the 2-place setup, the 4-
place setup operates on standard 110 volt electrical outlets so there is no

need for extra high-voltage outlets, and it's on sturdy heavy-duty wheels, so
when it is out of service you can remove the dryer attachments and move it to

a different location to save space.
 

4 Place = $9500
2 Place = $7500

BootBoy Powered Cleaner - $2,950
The Regular Steel Frame & Waterpan Boot-Boy (#125)

can be used wet or dry. For wet, simply fill up the
waterpan with water. Degreasers can also be added to

further remove grease or oil.
 

Great for Removing Ash/Debris from Boots!
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MSA M7XT FireHawk
2013 Spec

$1500

Scott RIT-PAK
$1495

New & Used Tanks
Available!

As low as $100!

Refurbished By:
REFURBISHEDREFURBISHEDREFURBISHED

SCBAS!SCBAS!SCBAS!

MSA Ultra Elite Facepiece 
$195
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Scott AP75 2013 Spec Pack
$1850

Scott AP75 2007 Spec Pack
$950

MSA M7 FireHawk 2007 Spec
$755

MSA AirHawk II - NEW SCBA
$1695

Dräger PSS100 Plus 2002
Spec - New-Old Stock

$825

Honeywell Titan 2013 Spec
$1295
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SideSlide C-Clamp Side
Mounted Helmet Light

$140
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Breakthrough® BTS Right
Angle Light -

Rechargeable
$205

Nomad® 360 Scene Light
$2358
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Standard Folding Frame Drop Tank
22oz Walls & 28oz Bottom

Gallons  Alum   Steel 
1000  $1610 $1432 
1500  $1791 $1514
2100  $1983 $1735
2500  $2291 $1848 
3000  $2410   $1946

Self Supporting Tank
22oz Walls & 28oz Bottom

Gallons Price
1000  $1407 
1500  $1554 
2000  $2008
2500  $2397 
3000  $2963 

Portable Tank Rack
Available in Stainless Steel or Aluminum

 
Rack for Tanks 1000-5000 Gallons

$2126-$2553
 

Add Reflective Edge for $199
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Looking to Buy or Sell a Used Fire Apparatus?
 

Norse Fire Equipment is the local sales partner for
Adirondack Fire Equipment. Together, we market

used pumpers, tankers, aerials, wildland, and
rescue trucks nationwide. We Can:

Prepare a free estimate of the value of your apparatus
Show you how to maximize its value

 
Answer all inquiries by phone or e-mail within 24 hours every day

 
Handle all the details of the sale such as transferring title

 
Provide Zero Down lease financing assistance to the prospect

 
Market it through our nationally known website and social media

 
Utilize our national network of sales professionals

 
Arrange for delivery to the buyer’s fire station at their expense.

 
Provide a Bill of Sale and help with transfer of title

 
Handle negotiations

 
Provide local references

1.
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Looking for something not listed? We have you
covered!

Contact our sales team for a quote today!
Firefighting Foam
Pike Poles
Sledge Hammers
HAZMAT Hand
Tools
Ring Rescue
Man Vs Machine
Kits
Positive Pressure
Fans
Backpack Fire
Pumps
Wildland
Firefighting
Additives
Fire Truck Fittings
Fire Truck Valves
Gated Wyes
Portable Weather
Stations
Wildland Goggles
Drip Torches
ATV Mounted Drip
Torch
Fire Shelters
Wildland
Backpacks
Fire Extinguishers
Winter Weather
PPE

Wildland Boots
Wildland Helmets
Water Can Nozzles
SCBA Mask Bags
Staging Mats
Cribbing
Cribbing Straps
Hose Racks
Training Props
Glove Straps
Flashlight Straps
Safety Cones
Medical Bags
Forestry Hose
Forestry Hose
Bags
Flare Bags
Gear Bags
Tool Mounting
Design
Tool Grip Tape
Manual Monitors
Remote Monitors
Confined Space
Rescue
Rope Rescue
Equipment
Ice Rescue
Equipment

PPE Soak & Clean
Collapsible Rake
Rogue Hoe
Chainsaw Chaps
Emergency
Lighting
K12/Rescue Saw
Blades
Mustache Wax
Rescue Tripods
Piercing Nozzles
Hose Testers
Hose Washers
SCBA Brackets
Sump Pump
Bolt Cutters
Respectful Entry
Tools
Hydraram
Truckman's Belts
Weddle Entry
Tools
SCBA Tank Wraps
Bailout Kits
Hose Straps
High-rise Packs
Ladder Boots
Arm & Leg Splints
Soft Stretchers
ID Bands
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